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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together with the relevant 
questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments made at 
the standardisation meeting attended by all examiners and is the scheme which was used by them 
in this examination.  The standardisation meeting ensures that the mark scheme covers the 
candidates� responses to questions and that every examiner understands and applies it in the 
same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation meeting each examiner analyses a 
number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not already covered by the mark scheme are 
discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after this meeting, examiners encounter unusual 
answers which have not been discussed at the meeting they are required to refer these to the 
Principal Examiner.   

It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed 
and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about 
future mark schemes on the basis of one year�s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding 
principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a 
particular examination paper. 
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LISTENING TESTS 
Notes on the Marking Scheme 
Non-verbal Answers 
Follow the mark scheme as set out. 
Verbal Answers (English or Target Language) 
1. The basic principle of assessment is that candidates should gain credit for what they know, understand and can do.  The following guidance should be borne in mind 

when marking. 
 (a) Credit should be given for all answers which convey the key idea required intelligibly and without ambiguity.  This applies whether the answer is in English 

or in the target language.  A separate assessment of spelling, punctuation and grammar is not required on these papers because of the nature of the answers.  
However, these aspects are an integral part of assessing communication and marks cannot be awarded where errors in spelling, punctuation or grammar lead 
to a failure to communicate the required information without ambiguity. 

 (b) Where a candidate has given alternatives or additional information in answer, the following criteria should be applied: 
  - if the alternative/addition does not contradict the key idea or make it ambiguous, accept; 
  - if the alternative/addition contradicts the key idea or makes it ambiguous, reject. 

 (c) Where numbered lines are given within a question/section of a question, credit should be given for correct answers, no matter which line they appear on. 
 (d) Where a question has more than one section, a candidate may include as part of the answer to one section the information required to answer another 

section.  For instance, the information required to answer section (b) might be given as part of the answer to section (a).  In such cases, credit should be 
given for having answered section (b), provided that no incorrect answer has been given for that section in the correct place. 

 (e) Where a question or part of a question carries more than one mark, candidates are given credit for all the correct answers they give, even if they have given 
incorrect answers as well, except where any of the latter contradicts a correct answer that they have given. 

2. ...../..... means that these are acceptable alternative answers.  (.....) means that this information is not needed for full marks. 
3. In questions where candidates are asked to name, for example, three types of vegetable sold in the market, only the first three items they write down should be 

considered. 
4. In multiple choice questions where candidates must choose one letter or number, they should automatically get no mark awarded if they give more than one.  If the 

rubric instructs them to write one letter or number in the box and they do so, but write a second letter or number outside the box too, then the answer in the box 
should be considered. 

5. No mark scheme can cover all possible answers.  When in doubt: 
- look for the key idea, where this is appropriate. 

- t.c. = tout court  NFP = no further penalty 
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LISTENING TEST  
 
 
1) 

    Tzfat - 18  
Tel Aviv - 32 

Jerusalem - 26 
Beer Sheba - 39 

Arad - 37 
Eilat - 43 

 
 6 marks 

 
2)                 d - vkhd 

t - iugsd 
   s - vcvz 

 
3 marks 

 
3)                 v - ctuh 

d - h,ur 
 

z - iur 
y - vkhd 
t - hzug 

 
5 marks 

 
4)            /v 't
   
 

           2 marks
  

 
5)                       's 'd - ,hdj khcac cuy tk 

z 'c - ,hdj khcac cuy  
 

4 marks 
 
6) 

?vpht ?rcsn hn   
vsgxnc vsgxn kgcqrmkn t 
kuphy rsjqjwhcqjwpueqvtprnc ,ujtqjtqtpur c 
(ohsdc) ,ubjc ,ubj kgcq,rfun d 
iurhuutcqxuync (khhs) xhhy r 

                     
     8 marks 
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7)           ihnh smc - kfut rsj 
                         iukxv kun 'ktna smc - jcyn 
                         ruszurpv ;uxc - vhycnt rsj      3 marks 

 
 

  8)                                    (ohhruvumv hrjt) kun,t  (t      1 mark 
                thv hf q shjpv q vbhdk .r (kusd) ckf (hf)  (c      1 mark 

ckf kkdc q (kusd) ckf v,tr                 
ertpk q ertpv kt  (d      1 mark 

ruja gcmc  (s 
,ubck ohhbzut          2 marks 

 
9) u - rhth ka jt 

   t - rhth ka tct  
j - rhth ka tnt  

d - rhth ka sus ic        4 marks 
 

10)                                                                           wt ekj 
,hkufat  (1           1 mark 

jkn hkc (kack)  (2      1 mark 
 

                                                            wc ek            
  (ckk cuy vz) ckk ohthrc (ohds)  (1          1 mark 

ihh q kuvufkt hsn r,uh (,u,ak)  (2      1 mark 
 
11)            5 - 9 - 7 - 6                   4 marks 
 
12)  

 
sh¦T1g3C 

 

 
uhafg 

 

  

ohhbput kg cufrk (vsucgk) gxub 
xucuyutc 

ibur 

kuftkqvyths ,uagk 
 q ,uerhu ,urKp (r,uh
) 
,uhrfux ,ujp kuftk 

  ,kfutqkeanc v,kg 
qskueuaqohe,nnq,udug 
vbna thv 
must have a verb 

,hkd 

kf ,ukng,v (,uagk) 
,ujp iagk qcrg 

tk q,ukng,vkinz iht 
vaug tk qkng,n 
vturqvpumq,ukng,v 
qiagn qvhzhuky(c) 
rjutn oe 

i,buh 

                                                         
 6 marks 
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13) a)  (Study) art.          1 mark 
 
     b) His parents want him to go to university to study law / parents don�t agree / his parents 

think that it is difficult to find a good job in art.     1 mark 
 
     c)  That he will be successful (in art).       1 mark 
 
     d)  She can ask her uncle (who is an artist) to speak to his parents.   1 mark 

 
 

14)  She will earn more money. 
 Men and women are equal / women can do everything just like men.           2 marks 
 
 
                     Total marks = 60        
 


